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(Must enter full name of party responding) 

I, …Afsaneh Cooper Admit:   

1. The Dividing Fence [62 & 64 Calley Drive] needs replacement. 

2. I Deny the type of fence proposed by the claimant, because of the following: [Fence type: 

including colorbond sheets, colorbond post and 30 cm high aluminium plinth for the purpose 

of retaining earth like a retaining wall, rather for the purpose of keeping pets away from 

adjoining neighbour as explained in Quote No.   D3607, Quote Date: 28-01-2020, Account 

Number: 2137, Fence Maker: WR Fencing of 4 Windich RD, Bull creek WA 6149, mob 

0419951231, email: wrfencing@bigpond.com as explained to me by Mr Wayne Rawlings on 

May 10, 2020 on site 62 & 64 Calley Drive, Zone 1L, verbally]. See quote included in 

attachments (E1 to E5) 

3. A sufficient fence needs to take into account the natural ground level at 64 Calley Drive 

being higher than 62  Calley Drive [in Zones: 10L, 9L, 8L, 4L] and being lower than 62 Calley 

Drive [zones 1L, 2L, 3L] at certain points along the boundary. Considering a 2 years age 

difference between the two building approval plans, 64 Calley is two years older than 62 

Calley. See documents in attachments (B1 to B4). Also see photos in attachments 

(Zone_1 to Zone_10) 

4. The quote relied upon by the claimants, being the amount claimed, it does not take it into 

account the difference in the natural ground levels between the two properties. See drawings 

in attached files (B1 to B4).  

The aluminium plinth component of 30 cm high quoted in quote D3607 is only for the 

prevention of pets, who dig the sand and try to get into adjoining neighbour’s property [said 

to me by Stratco Hardware Store in Canning Vale]. The 30 cm high aluminium plinth is only 

for retaining small amount of sand and not as high as 54 cm. Mr Wayne Rawling gave me 

quote D3607 on 28-01-2020 before the 1/3 of the length of dividing fence between 62 & 64 

Calley Drive collapses in second storm. It was a repair job quote and later on was used in 

misrepresentation manner by the claimants’ registered letter to me [I enforced the claimants 

by using email sent to their real estate agent, that they only respond to me by registered 

posted letter and directly, as the claimants were hiding from me, pretending they have a 

good intention, while they approached me by sending a third party to state verbally, instead 

of writing to me about the proposal they have. That proposal to install a fence in two days 

[including weekend day] was only to give a day job to Mr Rawling, the fence maker as he 

stated to me. He was not prepared to put his words in writing to me. He refused to write the 

quote in my name for the second incidence of fence collapse, also after I called him at night 

to get details about the commitment of Realty One Real Estate and him to pay full amount 

for the fence total length he said he never said to me that claimants want to pay full amount 

of the dividing fence. So I sent email to him that I refuse giving the job of the fence making to 

him if he denies what he said on 10/5/2020 in my home about full payment of the fence by 

Desai also I explained in my email to him that hiring him to give me a quote for fence in 

January was a mistake as I chose a business card from him on my desk and confused him 

with ProWest fence maker. I even sent him photos of ProWest fence maker who quickly 

installed Operchal and my fence in 2013 in ten minutes not a year dispute length. His 
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services included bribery with Maureen Omond who had stated the Storm did not damage 

our fence in January but the very old age of fence damaged the fence [January at the phone] 

then she hung up on me as I started disputing the cause of the damage. Also, she sent the 

RAC Building assessor to dividing fence line before March 3, 2020 and that man said to me 

harshly that I need a retaining wall and not the claimants. I asked kindly to provide me with 

drawings of the site plan of 62 Calley Drive. He shouted at me. I passed this matter to 

Charlene Clarke at IAG-SGIO [13000 38407] on March 3, 2020 and Charlene went to 

mediate between me and Adriana Manne at Realty One Real Estate for the cause of the 

damage to the 2/3 of the fence for incidence 29/8/2019. Charlene reported to AFCA on 

10/9/2020 that the whole fence cause of damage was one and not two. However, after I 

asked for review from AFCA.  AFCA agreed that the cause of the damage were two storms 

dated 29/8/2019 and a second storm on May 6, 2020. I sent them storm data from the 

Weather Bureau. All the procedures to prove two storms and several faults from claimants’ 

property including their tenants cause damages to the fence and I did not damage anything 

that took between 26/8/2019 – 21/12/2020. For which I need workers compensation. You 

can exclude the period 26/8/2019-28/1/2020 which is 4 months if you think claimants should 

be liable for our dividing fence check- up in that period. See attached emails (E1 to E5). 

Since second incident of the dividing fence was on 6/5/2020 and Mr Rawling attended my 

property on 10/5/2020 the matter of neighbouring/fencing/retaining plus 18 issues which only 

Cameron Smith at City of Melville was aware of for building issues at 62 Calley Drive had 

become very complex to be dealt by one owner only [me] without assistance from owner of 

62 Calley Drive. Both properties mentioned here are insured [mine with SGIO-IAL, Their 

property with RAC] two teams of insurance should always agree until the cost for dividing 

fence damage be settled first at building insurers’ teams, then the two owners become 

involved if there is dispute. See attached photos Z10, and document D1. 

In this case the owner who refused payment for repair of 1/3 of the length of dividing fence 

on 28-1-2020 quote [mentioned here] were the claimants and not me. My argue with 

claimants since July 9, 2005 has been that they had changed the natural ground level 

and they should pay for retaining it. Only when my claims against these owners faced 

with me being very abused by being overloaded [11 cases at court had to be dealt by me] 

without assistance from IAL, who had always said [I was a claimant, or I had not damaged 

any property from neighbours, or I was a victim, so they saved the amount they could pay 

me for my loss of income and building cost and they did not represent me in court. Neither 

RAC paid for damages to their counterparts, who were my four neighbours caused to my 

property and my health nor SGIO. All my cases at MC/Civil court  were judged by my 

specialist doctor at hospital and magistrate of Civil court and two insurance companies IAL 

and RAC went to write a “Deed of Release'' on about  3/9/2008, so they briefly mentioned 

need for the retaining wall at 62Calley Dr, in their Deed of Release. Then all my court cases 

were closed by them on that date. In each of my General claims during 2005-2009 

procedures, I requested for up to $50,000 loss of income unless the case was a minor claim. 

Therefore “Deed of Release'', my claim against Maria Operchal MC/CIV/5208/2005, SAT 

Transcript 2009, and five prosecution notices [all were dismissed] of the City of Melville 

dismissed in 2008 and this case FR\GEN\645\2020 are all on institution sharing the fact that 

in case Operchal Colorbond fence was discussed and all neighbours including Desai 

rejected to change their 19 years old cheap fences [$26/meter] to Colorbond or brushwood 

which its footings were in concrete not in sand like super six or Hardie fence. Breaching that 
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which they had agreed was a breach in “Deed of Release'' they signed. See attached 

Documents (F8, V1, V2, V3). 

One of the cases MC/CIV/5208/2005 was discontinued by me on 2/6/2006 and knowing the 

23 pages in that case is essential for the magistrate to read as it was the initiating point for 

all my 11 cases at Civil magistrate court as that was the first major damage first neighbour 

Maria Operchal did to my property,  due to not giving me the benefits of the shared bore 

between us. See attached document F8, V1, V2, V3. 

The debris created in my properties sand were as deep as 73 cm when Jean Pearce from 

the Fire Hazard control department at City of Melville knocked at my front door, while I was 

in my pyjama writing an article for my PhD thesis to publish.  This 73 cm was a critical depth 

in some points inside my rear yard [zone 8L, 9L] which left view pictures could not show 

the top view width of excavation at rear yard and this imagination error had caused shire 

authority Ashok Mehra gets confused and surveyor at shire needed a licensed surveyor’s 

feature drawings to judge this matter and owners of 62 Calley refused to cooperate with me 

in giving access to me to bring surveyor to their high land at the time that was the only site 

we could use for measuring heights. Fences were propped after THE excavation had 

removed a heavy load of debris from distance of 1.5 meters from the dividing fence. See 

attached photos (Zone_8, Zone_9, Zone_10).  

Lack of cooperation of claimants in boundary tasks created ten more claims for me to lodge 

in MC/CIV/Court  listed in “Deed of Release'' in 2005 for my building licence to build a high 

enough Bradford Post and panel retaining wall I needed access to claimants rear yard to 

remove their fence sheets and leave them on their terrace sand and measure the heights of 

their surfaces by tape meter. Email exists which I sent to SGIO and they refused to accept 

Desai actions to prevent my access to their rear yard on 11/9/2005 was a malicious 

act.  See attached document S in which judge at SAT stated that Bradford concrete re-

enforced Post and panel retaining wall built on 12/9/2005 was strong, aligned and well built, 

however due to not employing a licensed surveyor to measure the hole height accurately at 

rear yard, that retaining wall became short and I had claimed $15,560 for the damage cost 

from my builder or my structural engineer of that wall. Since the cost of two retaining wall 

building license was $11,000 [first building licence] + $15,560 [second building licence] + 

$780 [Licenced Surveyor] + $750 [Licenced Surveyor for SAT] + $220 [witness Summon] + 

$350 [compaction certificate]+$4000 [Shire prosecution settlement legal cost before trial 

]+0.06x$32,660x14 [interest rate of 6% 2007 to 2021=for 14 years x 0.06x32,660 = 

$27,434]=$11,000+$15,560+$780+$750+$220+$350+$4000+$27,434=$60,094 

Transcripts of Maria Operchal case: MC/CIV/5208/2005 = $99. 

Licenced Surveyor’s two drawings 2020 + witness summon cost= $1575 + $600 = $2,175 

Total = $60,094 + $99 + $2,175 ~= $62,400. 

Claimant's share of this cost is 37% of the total cost which they can claim from their 

counterparts in 2008 such as Maria Operchal building insurer [RAC], and Alfred Wingate’s 

building insurer [RAC] to pay them back what they think reasonable for Operchal and 

Wingate cost or payment from what I claim from Claimants which is $62,400 x 0.37 = 
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$23,088   for claimants’ share of cost of boundary renovation 

[17/3/2005 – 10/3/2021] after 5 shire charges for the defendant were 

dismissed and my status from a Victim changed to “oppressed by 

three neighbours and RAC Lawyer Gray Porter from Talbot Olivier 

Lawyers [now bankrupt moved to Melbourne in 2013. 

SGIO could represent me on that occasion but they insisted that I was a Victim and removed 

sand to clean the debris for fire hazard prevention, which shire disputed. The surveying for 

accurate height also was impossible if we could not enter Desai’s yards. Retaining wall 2005 

which I had set for 1500 mm height above the terrace at my rear yard faced with a short 

height problem, which Desai benefited from as they could quickly claim for a $15,000 value 

limestone retaining wall to be built next to Bradford Post and panel retaining wall. This 

Malicious Act of not giving me access to their rear yard to measure the height of the hole at 

my rear yard was the Milestone of my failure to get my loss of income and cost of all 

buildings I did next to three neighbours in a 2008 trial at magistrate court.  This malicious 

ACT breaches the integrity part of the “Deed of Release'' by the claimants who are narcissist 

and did not contribute $1 towards helping me to remove the FIRE HAZARD from residents of 

Leeming in Calley Drive in 2005. See attached document S which states value of the rear 

yard limestone retaining wall was $15,056. This amount was what Geza Korda Charged me 

for limestone blocks, mortar, and cement at the rear yard. 

 Therefore this application is filled by me to let the court know the initiatives of damages and 

loss of income in 11 cases were Maria Operchal and Rajendra / Benaz Desai, one creating 

debris, which  was ordered by Jean Pearce from shire to be cleaned and removed for 

prevention of fire hazard, and second one refused to accept arranging a 300 guests party 

[9/7/2005] in 62 Calley Drive next to an excavated adjoining property of 64 Calley with height 

as high as 4.11 meters from Telstra lid at verge was a life hazard for 300 youth and did not 

accept to stop having a party until fences become stable and one of those young people 

could get hurt. See attached email in files [E3, E4, E5, B3, F11, etc.) which is an email I 

sent to IAG-SGIO about this incident of 11/9/2005 which was lack of access to the rear yard 

of 62 Calley for accurate measurement. SGIO Paid $900 to the malicious acting Rajendra 

and Benaz Desai in order not to indemnify me for legal representation at magistrate court in 

11 cases. I claim 

$900 + 0.06x15=$900+$810=$1,710 

The claimants pay me $1,710 for the today’s value of the money they received from 

SGIO and was dirty money. This incident encouraged Ashok Mehra to lodge a charge of 

$5000 for undermining the dividing fence of Desai in excavation 2005 which was dismissed 

at criminal court. Abuses of such vilification and victimization left me at hospital while I 

fainted in my kitchen due to not being able to cook for myself due to being very much 

overloaded with this victimization as I was forced by shire building and planning department 

to build on my own budget which I had to borrow from relatives in overseas build with three 

children 7-13 years of old. The claimants did not even spend the rental income they have to 

repair a two meters length of gap in their dividing fence which two panels removed by me 

and my workers, was found to be cracked due to roots from two old heavy trees they had 

before 2014 and they lopped and removed their roots with mini bobcat.  A drug addict thief at 
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6 am January 2007 entered our house from my side yard, cut the security flyscreen of the 

roller door with a knife at the back yard and threatened my 16 years old daughter who was in 

bed next to that roller door that if she did not open the door he would tear her tommy! We 

would not have that horrible invasion to our back yard if the claimants indemnified the cost of 

renovation of their boundary during 2005-2007 because then I could get my loss of income 

as an academic engineer from RAC who was building insurer of my three neighbours and 

spent it on installing a gate at side yard. That gate had been removed by bobcat so 300 

kilograms roots of palm trees all half dead at my rear yard would be removed by bobcat and 

bobcat could only enter from my left side yard next to 66 Calley neighbours. We had devoted 

our gate to let renovation due to fire hazard debris which Maria Operchal had caused it by 

malicious act be removed so three neighbouring boundaries do not catch fire. I even made 

my own picket fence across the dividing fence of the claimant in Zone 8L in my house in 

2006 so Alfred Wingate and Maria Operchal houses and Claimant house were secured while 

disputes in court were proceeding and did not charge the three neighbours. I claim attached 

invoices in (V1, v2, v3) will be paid by the claimants and this invoice was before in my 

claims but the interest rate of 6% applies from the date of building licence. 

However, as usual the claimants were looking for an opportunity to renovate their boundary 

rather than trying to make their site safe. The four guests and one tenant at 62 Calley 

climbed over the dividing fence 62 & 64 Calley in front of the eyes of me and two security 

service rangers from City Of Melville, whom I had called to be present so the youth at party 

did not do crazy things and the site became dangerous. The two security rangers recorded 

the incidence and gave me a copy and I lodged that into my civil claims against the claimant. 

That report evidence should be in cases which, Rajendra Desai, Benaz Desai were 

defendants and Afsaneh Cooper was claimant in 2005-2008. To hide the incident of the 

climbing of the five men over the dividing fence and not indemnifying for payment of $900 to 

me to repair the 7 meters of dividing fence on party incidence, Desai removed the short brick 

wall, which was similar to a short brick wall they have in Zone 8L. The brick wall- brick as a 

sample existed in my house in 2005 to present at Trial in court. 

Also the claimant's tenant, who also climbed over the fence to look at my excavated site in 

Zone 1L, James Gibson told me that the wall was near the master bedroom at 62 Calley in 

their side yard, next to the dividing fence and was about 2-3 meters long. See attached 

email: (E3, E4, E5, B3, F1, etc) 

The attached Drawing: (B1, B2, B3, B4), Photos in (Zone_1 to Zone_10) shows 

claimants have changed the natural ground level in their property next to the boundary and 

you can read my notes as a mechanical design engineer [B.Sc., M.Sc., 92% completed PhD] 

in the drawing sheet. Please see the height differences between the dashed red line and 

the blue inclined solid line of -6.8 degrees [angle of the blue inclined line with the blue 

horizon line]. The blue inclined solid line is the natural ground level for the boundary 62 

& 64 Calley Drive, Leeming, WA, 6149. Please refer for the technical data about exact 

dimensions x, y, z in the coordinate system which its centre is in underground at some point 

in Calley Drive known to the licensed surveyors. These technical data are recorded on the 

two drawings of a licensed surveyor, who attended this boundary on 10/6/2020. The 

claimants’ malicious act was accepted by SGIO for an incident of party at 62 Calley 

dated 9/7/2005 [date recorded on one photo of the bent fence]. Claim Number: 

PTHHH0511048, Happened Aug 1, 2005 for removal of the 2-3 meters long brick wall from 
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behind dividing fence at claimant’s side of the fence. Home claims Policy No: 

HOM130166428. Sent from: solacar3@yahoo.com.au to sgiohomeclaims@iag.com.au  

SGIO Staff name: Briony. Melville Security Police IR # 18518, Officer Gary, witness. See 

attached photo (Zone_4, Zone_8, Zone_2, Zone_3) and Emails (E3, E4, E5, B3, 

F11, etc.) 

  

5. Retaining wall is required on the boundary of 62 Calley Drive, at the claimant’s cost, 

before a new dividing fence is installed for that dividing fence to be a sufficient fence under 

the Dividing fence Act. Defendant denies the claimants are entitled to loss of rent. 

  

In the “Deed of Release” [see attached R1 to R11] the incident of the leaning fence is 

recorded. The claimants during July 9, 2005 to September 3, 2008 mis-presented the cause 

of damages to my property after the “party incident” dated July 9, 2005. They said the 

leaning fence was caused by my excavation during March 17, 2005-June 2005. So they tried 

not to pay for the damages caused by removing a brick wall and their 4 party guests and one 

male tenant to my two limestone piers which were all screwed to a pergola roof in my 

backyard [Zones 2L, 3L, 4L] and when five men climbed over the capping of the fence in 

Zones 2L, 3L, those two limestone piers bent. The affected area was not excavated by 

bobcat before July 9, 2005 and bobcat could not fit in those zones. Bobcat only worked in 

Zones 9L, 10L in my rear yard. The Party incident happened in backyard which included two 

limestone piers and very heavy limestone 1986 retaining walls which no bobcat had touched 

them in 2005. See photos: (Zone_4, Zone_8, Zone_3, Zone_2). 

The claimants never claimed against me in 2005 before the party incidence date July 9, 

2005 that our dividing fence was leaning, bent, or cracked. Since the same victimization 

behaviour is repeated in this case in 2020-2021, it is appropriate to discuss the breach of 

issues in the Deed of release, which was explained to AFCA in my complaint started in 

26/8/2020 and was judged on 21/12/2020. See attached files E3, E4, E5, R1. 

The phrase “the colorbond fence [mentioned in item 2] 30 cm Aluminium plinth can hold the 

sand on boundary 62 & 64 Calley was heard from Benaz Desai standing in front of 

magistrate at court on 20/1/2020 was the first proposed Trial by first magistrate, who heard 

us in 2020 for first time in the listing conference on 12/8/2020. Therefore Benaz Desai mis-

presented that her proposed retaining wall for 11 meters length of the dividing fence was 30 

cm high aluminium plinth, which is installed on the same two posts of the dividing fence at 

the bottom and is used for pets not to enter neighbour’s property. Both sides of this plinth are 

buried in sand and not just one side. The extra sand than 30 cm should stand next to the 

powder coated steel screen of colorbond which during time gets rust. Scratches caused by 

tree branches on colorbond powder coated steel posts and screen gets rust during time and 

is not covered by Warranty. The City of Melville only approves a colorbond fence made by 

one factory in North of Perth and does not accept colorbond materials manufactured by 

other manufacturers. Also, if a stepping method is used on the hill installation, snakes can 

get into adjoining property. The aluminium plinth of this fence if collapse due to storm 

happens would be considered a fence component and not a retaining wall structure so the 
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cost of it would be forced on the owner who did not change the natural ground level. 

Claimants have no credit in my account since 2005 disputes, they owe me money. If I had 

not become sick in 2007-2008 due to being oppressed and abused as a slave rather being 

respected as an academic engineer, I could manage the trial for my 11 claims at MC Court. 

The claimants have a basketball net for their five young tenants near fence in Zones 10L, on 

top of their terrace at rear yard, the basketball would leave a permanent dent on the 

colorbond fence screen. Claimants never paid $1 for 6 fence incidences we had so far since 

2005. Les Crake’s user guide for sufficient Colorbond fence attached is different and not 

every colorbond fence is rust proof. Only one factory is approved by this shire staff as a 

sufficient colorbond fence producer. Also, colorbond gets dent when the claimant’s tenant 

throws the basketball at their rear yard towards the fence accidentally. It gets rust in garden 

environment with wind pushing tree branches towards fence, scratching them, then rust 

starts, every ten years this fence needs renewal due to becoming insufficient for rust. 

Therefore, maintenance of this $4500 fence in a 10-year warranty is $450/annual. While 

treated pine warranty is five times more than warranty on colorbond and needs no 

maintenance if treated pine is used as posts. I suggest if colorbond screen were ordered by 

magistrate, the posts be varnished treated pine-stratco brand $50 each.  

Since the claimants in the past had tenants with dogs and cats, the aluminium plinth needs 

to be paid in their cost not in my cost. Aluminium plinth is a different issue from the change in 

natural ground level by owners of 62 Calley. Mis-presentation of this can be a breach of the 

“Deed of release” in attempt to avoid payment of my loss of income as an academic 

engineer during Operchal Trauma Hazard. All my efforts to safe and secure the three 

boundaries from a possible fire hazard for residents of Calley Drive was mis-presented by 

the claimants. If fire had lit the minimum cost for replacement of their house was in today’s 

prices $750,000. However, I had only claimed the cost of erecting a new independent bore 

pump and reticulation [under $10,000] on 17/3/2005 from my neighbour Maria Operchal [85 

years old heart patient illiterate in writing English] which RAC her building insurer did not 

indemnify her on time [17/3/2005] and an order for $50,000 was issued by magistrate in my 

favour against Maria Operchal my defendant. On 11/8/2006 after 15 months RAC lawyer 

Gray Porter from Talbot Olivier company lodged form 15 to my claim case 

MC/CIV/5208/2005 and tried to mis-present Operchal case in my second claim against 

Maria Operchal which I lodged. See attached documents (V1, V2, V3). 

Gray Porter deceived the magistrate that the initial damage was the excavation and not 

debris creation because of shutting the station on a reticulation controller which was 

supposed to irrigate my gardens. Steve Operchal the retired son of Maria Operchal misled 

the shire staff as well as the court by writing that I was unable to maintain my reticulation 

sprinklers and therefore blockage caused fire hazard in my gardens. While my field of 

expertise is Mechanical engineer and this 64 Calley is the second house I purchased and in 

first house I used to train my own workers to maintain the gardens we had also in the 64 

Calley house I had my own worker one of them was Barzan Mirza who helped me to 

manually clean the gardens from debris and I hired a bobcat driver for removal of palm tree 

roots as heavy as 300 kg, which was impossible to remove manually. My house scenery in 

2020 can be compared with the scenery of my house in 2005 to see if I am a lazy 

housekeeper for my garden reticulation or Steve Operchal is a victimizer? See photos 

attached Zone_9, and Zones_1-10 and Zone_7. 
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Also, since 2008 so far, I paid for a new reticulation and new bore and these expenses was 

not in my 2005-2008 applications at magistrate court against Operchal. The procedure in 

Building Dispute Tribunal [BDT],  which I was a claimant against City of Melville AND John 

Baxter builder of Bradford Re-enforced concrete post and panel retaining wall was not 

finalised in 2008 [date Deed of Release was issued] and these two procedures had to do 

with five prosecutions of City of Melville against me as I had to pay for limestone remedial 

retaining wall to be built and certified, so two shire prosecution charges be dismissed before 

even BDT and SAT [State Appeal Tribunal] judge the team who build the Bradford Post and 

panel Retaining wall. See attached documents (V1, V2, v3, etc). 

In 2009 one year after the Deed of Release was issued, BDT and SAT trials were finished 

and the people who were guilty in the shortness of Bradford Wall were recognised and 

reason for the shortness of the wall was announced in the transcript of SAT. At BDT 

Engineer Bill Smalley was criticised by the judge of BDT that he did not attend the building 

site on 12/9/2005 to check on three building teams of Bradford for measuring the hole height 

between the top of terrace and the ground level of three neighbours at dividing fence line. 

Engineer Bill Smalley confessed that when he was young, he only got a diploma in Civil 

Engineering while the bachelor’s degree is required to supervise and certify Post and panel 

retaining walls. Judge told everyone in that Trial that Bill Smalley is the one to blame for the 

Bradford Retaining wall lack of approval at City of Melville, Clifton Tham lawyer representing 

John Baxter who built the Bradford wall and also his factory manufactured that wall, asked 

Alan Poore who had approved my building plan 2005 which was Bradford Retaining wall, 

“Alan Poore, you needed a 1700 mm high retaining wall but you approved a 1500 mm 

retaining wall? “ Also at SAT I stated engineer who attended my rear yard to measure height 

of remedial limestone wall wrote in his report for RAC Lawyer [Gray Porter] in 2008 that the 

Alfred Wingate boundary limestone retaining wall height includes two steps to reach from my 

rear yard terrace to the back yard of Alfred Wingate. He wrote the sum of two steps were 

1700 mm above the rear yard terrace at my house. While in 2009 I inspected this 

measurement and it was 1600 mm. This mis-presentation of the height of the hole being 160 

cm measured from top of terrace, instead of 170 cm is 10 cm exaggerating or mispresenting. 

See attached Witness statement for SAT, (V1, V2, V3, etc). 

However, in 2009 at BDT Trial when we all were focused on just measurement my further 

research proved RAC Lawyer mis-presented the limestone retaining wall height 10 cm more 

than what it was in real. Therefore Deed of release that did not consider this malicious act 

needs to be void in cost of the limestone retaining wall which was too much for just ten 

centimetre to build, the parties could ask the Alfred Wingate to clean his garden then ten 

centimetre height of his garden would shrink to the size of Bradford retaining wall. The judge 

of SAT has considered Bradford Retaining wall an excellent wall with all panels aligned but 

only ten centimetre short in Wingate boundary. He considered Bradford REGISTERED 

BUILDER John Baxter not guilty. However, the judge stated I should have employed the 

licensed surveyor before the wall was built. Please see attached File (F11) to know that it 

was the claimant's fault that I was not able to measure the hole of my rear yard from their 

land at rear yard using a licensed surveyor as the claimants and their two tenants did not 

give access to me for such accurate measurement. 

Also if magistrate judges the initial malicious act which causes the boundaries at my ear yard 

need retaining wall was breaching the shared bore agreement by Maria Operchal as her son 
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Steve Operchal stated she could not write English then reading the manual of the reticulation 

controller was too hard for Maria to understand and be able at 85 years of age irrigating my 

land so she decided to victimize me for bad serving my court claim to her. Also, the fact that 

her building insurer took 15 months to indemnify Maria Operchal proves she had mis-

presented my ability to maintain the reticulation system and clean them. Photos of the house 

in 2020 did not exist in 2008 to compare my ability to maintain a green garden if I have 

access to my own reticulation system which is not shared with anyone. Hereby using above 

changes to the “Deed of Release” which in my opinion makes several issues in “Deed of 

Release” become void, request that all three owners pay their share of change in natural 

ground level so I can have superannuation like other people from six years slavery for my 

three neighbours who were the main beneficiaries of my building services during March 17, 

2005 to end of 2009 [SAT Trial date] and from 12/2/2020 to the Trial date of this case 

FR\GEN\645\2020. The cost for my salary is full time salary for 12 court cases. I have been 

involved in 11 cases [I was claimant] and only this case I am the defendant. Then magistrate 

deduct the Centrelink payment during these six years and gives the remainders to myself as 

I am 65 years of age and the claimants are younger than me. The six years divided between 

the three neighbours is two years for each. Therefore, the claimants pay me six years loss of 

income as the first counterpart of RAC insurance and claim the share of two other 

counterparts which are Maria Operchal and Alfred Wingate from their same RAC Building 

insurer. See attached photos Zone_9, Zone_1-7, Zone_7. 

I was in same situation during 2005-2021 and paid for all costs until this year I noticed five 

charges of City of Melville is actually dismissed as in 2007-2008 I was hospitalised and 

specialist doctor was checking my health hazard which were litigation work with no payment 

and threats from two building insurers who disagreed due to vilification and victimization of 

my three neighbours. The claimants malicious act of bringing 300 guests at a party in a time 

dividing fence was under hazard, and removing a 2-3 meters brick wall from behind this 

fence to claim for new fences for 19 years old fence, shows a worse behaviour than Maria 

Operchal who was not young and was not literate to understand reticulation controller and 

had heart problem as well. Also Alfred Wingate who tried to mis-present the date of events 

so victimizes me for unauthorised excavation which was clarified at criminal court he was 

victimizing to get a new fence of 13 meters long worth $1,104. Also, he lopped a palm tree 

on top of the Bradford retaining wall which cracked three panels of it. I heard a very loud 

bombing noise and proved the incident to the criminal court by photos of the tree before and 

after lopping. Alfred Wingate had counter claimed that the Bradford wall should have 

resisted under lopping the palm tree and in 2012 the Dividing Fence Act considers the 

lopping tree damaging the Bradford wall is not accepted and I can now claim for the 

malicious act Alfred Wingate did to claim the Bradford Wall was weak and demanded a 

stronger limestone retaining wall. I request the magistrate issues an order that all the cost of 

the two walls I built during 2005-2008 be passed to the claimants and the RAC divides the 

cost as the magistrate orders between the three neighbours: Operchal, Wingate and Desai 

as the Operchal is initiator of all damages which I came to fix and I did very well without any 

help from my building insurer SGIO and any help from my three neighbours. I was 

oppressed, abused, and did slavery for three ungrateful neighbours whose only benefit to 

me was the shadow of their fences and they were nuisance. I claim for all cost of Lime stone 

retaining wall from the claimants and Alfred Wingate but not from Operchal’s. See attached 

document F1 to F16, V1 to V3. 
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Please see doctor Bailey’s letters to two magistrate and judge of SAT about my health / 

functioning to judge how much the three neighbours’ victimization and vilification and over 

loading  had abused my health and in what health status I signed the “Deed of Release” 

which now after 12 years one can see how the change in ground level eventually collapsed 

the 11 years old Hardie/super six dividing fence in two storms [29/8/2019 and 6/5/2020]. See 

attached doctor’s certificates in E5. 

  

See attached documents B3, etc., assessment reports of Western Building and Barkley 

Building services for the cost of the dividing fence repair in 18.4 meters [first storm] and 9.5 

meters [second storm]. I request the magistrate issues an order that the claimants pay for 

the full cost of the damage in the second fence incident as they did not pay me the repair 

cost within 14 days after they received the Quote No.   D3607, Quote Date: 28-01-2020, 

which is by deadline of 12/2/2020 no money had been received by me from the claimants to 

repair the 9.5 meters of the bent fence. Also they should pay for my $300 excess if 

magistrate exempts the claimants from paying for second incident due to being late as SGIO 

wrote to AFCA the reason they did not indemnify me for legal representation at court this 

year is because I had failed to get 50% of the repair cost for 9.5 meters of the bent dividing 

fence in first storm incident from the claimants. So, they decided to charge me $300 excess 

after the claimants decided to pay for their 50% share of the replacement of the entire 

dividing fence after two storms had collapsed the two sections of the dividing fence. 

Had the claimants paid me upon my attached one page letter (See attached files E1 to E3)  

they received which was page 22 of the Dividing fence Act a template letter modified for the 

situation and sent to their real estate the second 9.5 meters of the dividing fence would not 

collapse as I could repair it. SGIO money also reached to me later than the time the 

claimants sent me their registered posted letter [25/5/2020] and 18 days after the claimants 

lodged the court claim to the court [25/6/2020]. See attached receipts of the bank and 

attached registered letter. I also request if magistrate agrees with me the full cost of first 

storm incident damage be paid by the claimants as they have changed the ground level by 

filling sand behind the dividing fence in amounts 54, 30, 14, 28 and 26 cm along the Zones 

1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L of the dividing fence line in their side of fence, while Super six and Hardie 

fence sheets maximum sand height difference on both sides of fence is 10 cm only. 

 

Claimants never claimed against me before the party incident in July 9, 2005, when our 

dividing fence was leaning, bent, or cracked. Since the same victimization behaviour is 

repeating in this case in 2020-2021, it is appropriate to discuss the breach of issues in the 

“Deed of release”, which was explained to AFCA in my complaint started in 26/8/2020 and 

was judged on 21/12/2020.In AFCA outcome of 2020 between me and SGIO in two storms 

dated 29/8/2019 and 6/5/2020 has not failed in their insurance duties towards me. Therefore, 

they should not indemnify me in legal representation at MC/CIV/FR/GEN/645/2020 claim of 

the claimants against me. SGIO staff Charlene Clarke and Rebecca Mc Donough-liability 

claims did their mediations to approach the Realty One Real Estate for the claimants [renting 

their 62 Calley property to 4-5 tenants]. They offered three quotes for claimants to follow up 

which were agreed by me too. A) 11 meters two rows limestone retaining wall in Zones 1L, 
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2L, 3L, 4L. See attached the schematic drawing which came with the drawings in attached 

documents (B1, B2) a 9.5 meters Aluminium slat dividing fence for the reticulated gardens 

next to dividing fence line which does not get rust and is more suited for wet side of fence 

with treated pine post this Al-slat fence cost for materials only is $300/meter length of 

boundary fence [materials only], C) a 19.5 meters colorbond dividing fence for the both dry 

sides of fence with A=$3,025, B=$5,016, C=$1,657 which is a very similar compound 

dividing fence to what was before storms at boundary 62 & 64 Calley in respect to not 

becoming rusty/scratched next to reticulated/manured/trees/wind gardens. The total cost of 

dividing fence was $6,673. However since the claimants had changed the natural ground 

level at their side of fence the $3,025 retaining wall which is exactly the same material 

[limestone] as 20.21 meters length retaining walls built in the cost of the defendant, is to be 

passed to them to pay. The claimants hid their malicious action in removing a brick short 

wall garden retaining wall of about 2-3 meters long from behind my fence in 2005 in a bid to 

have free 15 meters long and 2.7 meters high twinside/limestone strong quality long lasting 

rust free retaining wall in my cost only. Their malicious action of victimization and vilification 

at criminal court in 2005-2008 was dismissed [$5,000 shire charge for unauthorised 

excavation/undermining boundary 62 & 64 Calley was dismissed after a long battle during 

2006-2008]. I was very sick near the end of that trial and were represented by a lawyer from 

Health department. The malicious action of the claimant was exposed by two storms ripping 

off the dividing fence and exposing the areas for manual measurement which later was 

measured by the licensed surveyor. Building assessor working for RAC who agent of the 

claimant in about March 3, 2020 is denied the change in natural ground level being the 

claimants’ need to pay for retaining. This matter was passed to Charlene Clarke at legal 

liability department of SGIO and the assessor who attended the retaining wall site said given 

the defendant’s building was approved 1985 built 1986 and building of 62 Calley was 

approved 1987 and built after my house was built, it is definitely duty of the 62 Calley to pay 

for the retaining wall. The claimant response to my correspondence with their real estate that 

if they are legal representative of the claimants, they send me a registered posted letter and 

if not, the claimants send me response with all their evidences to me using registered 

Australia post. The response came in half of page on 27/5/2020 which it was dated 

25/5/2020 signed by the claimants. The response is empty from word “Retaining wall” 

however a similar quote to expired quote I sent to them through their real estate and half 

page letter from them was in the envelope. Since the evidences I asked and answers to 12 

questions I had asked them in my emails to their real estate were not in the envelope I 

ignored responding that letter. However I passed their letter and quote to IAG-SGIO 

department and Rebecca Mc Donough from legal liability department contacted their real 

estate agent and mediated for three quotes A,B,C above: #3699, #3698, #3697 with them 

which the claimants refused to accept. Benaz Desai sent me a black mail through her real 

estate agent threatening, victimizing me and sent me backdated registered mail 

mispresenting its postage date 12 days false to threaten me if I do not respond to her with 

registered posted letter she would bring enforcement people to arrest me if I ring a licensed 

surveyor to the boundary to measure the disputed sand heights. Matters became overloaded 

for me because of their refusal of simple quotes and lack of fence, and had to deal by myself 

trying to sell a few capping of fence to pay for worker to pick up heavy fence sheets dispose 

in tip for clean dividing fence site, in such procedure I fell in a rainy day 2/7/2020 over 1.5 

meters limestone wall while selling two old capping of fence to a Gum tree buyer. I became 

very ill and my left arm injured badly, and my head hit to bricks of the rear terrace after 

falling. I met my GP, he noticed lack of concentration and injury in my arm. The doctor 
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certificate even could not be uploaded in that sick mood to SGIO my claim website, so I 

contacted SGIO. See attached registered envelope, tracking record at post office for the 

date it was posted, and the post office note in my letter box 3/6/2020 and attached email of 

the claimant’s real estate agent lying See attached Files E1-E5, B4, F1-F16. 

The phrase “the colorbond fence [mentioned above] 30 cm Aluminium plinth can hold the 

sand on boundary 62 & 64 Calley was heard from Benaz Desai standing in front of 

magistrate at court on 20/1/2020, which was the first proposed Trial by first magistrate, who 

heard us in 2020 for first time in the listing conference on 12/8/2020. Therefore Benaz 

Desai mispresented that her proposed retaining wall for 11 meters length of the 

dividing fence was 30 cm high aluminium plinth, which is installed on the same two 

posts of the dividing fence at the bottom and is used for pets not to enter neighbour’s 

property. Both sides of this plinth are buried in sand and not one side of it.  

In the Local Government Act 1960-City of Melville, BY-LAWS RELATING TO FENCES, 

under Definition, it says, “Dividing Fence is any wall, fence or similar such structure, 

irrespective of material content, located on or near a common boundary of adjoining land or 

on a line other than the common boundary, and includes a front fence to a property, but 

does not include any retaining wall structure.” See attached File R1. 

Since 62 Calley in the past had tenants with dogs and cats the aluminium plinth needs to be 

paid in their cost not in my cost. Aluminium plinth is a different issue from the change in 

natural ground level by owners of 62 Calley. Mis-presentation of this can be a breach of the 

Deed of release to avoid my loss of income as an academic engineer during Operchal 

Trauma Hazard. All my efforts to save and secure the three boundaries from a possible fire 

hazard for residents of Calley Drive was mis-presented by Desai family. If fire had lit the 

minimum cost for replacement of their house was in today’s prices $750,000. However I had 

only claimed the cost of erecting a new independent bore and pump and reticulation [under 

$10,000] on 17/3/2005 from my neighbour Maria Operchal [85 years old heart patient 

illiterate in writing English] which RAC her building insurer did not indemnify her and an order 

for $50,000 was issued by magistrate in my favour against Maria Operchal my defendant. 

On 11/8/2006 after 15 months RAC Lawyer Gray Porter from Talbot Olivier company lodged 

form 15 to my claim case MC/CIV/5208/2005 and tried to mis-present Operchal case in my 

second claim against Maria Operchal I lodged so magistrate be deceived that the initial 

damage was the excavation and tried to victimise me for a bad intention of extending my 

rear yard, which this dispute was dismissed by magistrate who heard 5 charges of City of 

Melville and dismissed all. The law firm became bankrupt and moved to Melbourne. Gray 

Porter by mis-presenting me in Civil court with his 4 clients as they all insured their 

properties with RAC could threat me with $88,000 legal cost risk in case I lose my 11 claims 

in magistrate Civil court as a result of IAL did not indemnify me as they said I was a victim in 

Aug 12, 2006 [storm damage collapsed a fence of neighbour next to which excavation had 

happened]. I lodged a claim against IAL=SGIO so they indemnify me for legal representation 

costs for Desai, Wingate, Operchal claims. Since I was really sick during 2007-2008 and my 

doctor and lawyer from Health department were dealing with my 11 cases, specially 5 

charges of City of Melville in Fremantle court [two belonged to Desai’s boundary with my 

property] dealing with false accusations of “unauthorised excavation next to Desai boundary, 

undermining their dividing fence, and building the Bradford weak and short retaining wall 

next to Desai boundary, which did not reach to their natural ground level”. All those 5 notices 
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and charges were dismissed by the Health department lawyer, who presented me at 

Criminal court and was accepted by the magistrate of those cases to be dismissed. All five 

charges of the City of Melville were dismissed. See attached five dismissed prosecution 

charges. See attached Files (V1, V2, V3). 

However, although I told Rebecca [the tenant at 62 Calley in 2020] that claimants cannot 

prove I am criminal, they should pay for a retaining wall they need, Desai victimization has 

continued against me. See attached document (E1-E5), when for the second time I tried to 

bring a licensed surveyor to boundary 62 & 64 Calley to measure heights of surfaces under 

dispute and avoid legal cost. The cost of “lack of access” not given to me by the claimants 

on 11/9/2005 was four years loss of income during Sept 2005 to end of 2009 and spending 

for two retaining wall costs. The reason lack of access in Sept 11, 2005 was important for 

me was accurate measurement of the height of 62 Calley in Zone 10L to make sure 

Bradford retaining wall installers, would install the retaining wall with correct height, which 

they refused to give access for fear to be liable to pay for the “Bradford Post and panel 

retaining wall” they wanted to sue me so they do not pay even $1 for its installation.  

BDT, SAT, and MC all heard and judged the short excellent retaining wall which was mis-

presented by Claimants and Gray Porter [RAC lawyer for three of my neighbouring 

properties]. The Beauty of Bradford retaining wall installation was praised by a SAT judge, 

who reviewed my claim against the City of Melville and John Baxter, who built that wall as a 

registered builder. SAT Judge has written in the transcript of that case that the wall was 

beautifully aligned and installed very well, but due to inaccurate measurement of the hole 

heights at three boundaries it ended up being short. Also, the judge of BDT stated in Trial 

that Bill Smalley [who confessed he was diploma in Civil engineering had less knowledge 

about Bradford Post and panel retaining wall and he did not want to supervise that wall, 

therefore he considered himself engineer only for my terrace at backyard and not for 

Bradford Post and panel retaining wall] was the liable person for the shortness of the 

retaining wall in that case at BDT proceedings, he had signed and stamped my drawings as 

a structural engineer, while he confessed he was not qualified enough for that wall.  

At SAT Trial, it was clear that there was one reason for whatever things were wrong in 

Bradford Retaining wall installation and that was my failure to bring a licensed surveyor for 

measurement related to the retaining wall. Therefore I employed a licensed surveyor in June 

10, 2020, who attended the boundary 62 & 64 Calley, measured required surfaces heights, 

and since Benaz Desai in an email sent to me from Realty One Real Estate had threatened 

my licensed surveyor’s attendance to 62 Calley property is a trespass, my licensed surveyor 

decided to first locate the boundary using pegs and then present the dividing  fence line on 

his “Surveyor’s Certificate drawing” and when the boundary pegs were hit into the boundary 

ground by him, then each owner knows where the boundary is. Since this was reasonable 

and I had let the local two police stations know and Cameron Smith my only shire point of 

contact, also knew the whole story, I and Licensed surveyor started a project of measuring 

boundary dividing fence and feature survey with an apprentice who came to learn and be 

trained as a licensed surveyor under supervision  of my licensed surveyor, I sent an email to 

Realty One Real Estate for the approximate day in a set week which we would go to the 

boundary to measure surfaces heights at both sides of the boundary.  
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The cost of employing this licensed surveyor is $1500 if both drawings [Surveyor certificate 

& Feature survey] are paid together in one invoice by one person. However, it is $1,575 if 

the two invoices are paid separately. Therefore, since the claimants never wanted to 

indemnify for their fault in changing the natural ground level and their RAC building assessor 

in March 3, 2020 refused to accept that claimants should pay for the retaining wall, I started 

measuring the proposed location of the boundary by claimants’ fence quote attached to their 

first registered posted letter to me dated 25/5/2020 received on 27/5/2020 to find some data 

and find the boundary using simple tree branches pushed next to middle edge of all pavers 

they had next to old dividing fence. I chose 23 sample points and hit 23 bamboo sticks in 

outstanding points next to old dividing fence line. Then I measured the width of their side 

yard using a 3 meters long aluminium ruler and a tape measure. I drew the profile of the top 

view of the building and its 23 distances from my old dividing fence line. Invasive intention of 

claimants to install a fence without letting the correct location of the boundary be measured 

by licensed surveyor was proved that “the proposed quote based” boundary line 

measurement by a fence maker to remove a row of pavers next to old fence line, then he 

decides the boundary location is erroneous. See attached drawing B1- B4. 

The claimants’ intention was to steal 12 cm width of my boundary and add it to their own 

property! Their intention of not bringing one of the six fence makers they had given their 

quotes to Cameron Smith, was just not to accept that they were doing late payment for the 

fence repair, mis-presenting fence replacement with fence repair after second part of fence 

collapsed because it was bent in first incidence of fence, and claimants did not pay for its 

repair when I asked for it. IAL-SGIO refused to accept the malicious act in second storm 

caused the fence collapse as well as storm they considered my failure to get the money from 

claimants and repair the fence on time. AFCA also wrote to me since SGIO has accepted 

this fence is storm damaged [date of approval for cause of damage: 10/9/2020] I can bring 

SGIO to court, but they do not charge SGIO for employing a lawyer for me to represent me 

in this case as they cannot examine like a court does. When all review work finished at 

AFCA, I was 4 days late to lodge my form 15, registry staff told me I lodge form 23 for late 

lodgement of form 47 for hearing 20/1/2021. I mentioned in that hearing that I was told by a 

lawyer to lodge this form 15 with form 8. However, the orders are to let claimants lodge their 

“statement of intended evidence of witness” by 5/2/2021, Then I should serve them my 

“same form”. See AFCA Outcomes in attached documents E3, E4, R1, E4. 

6. On 10/6/2020 the defendant engaged a licenced surveyor and he and his apprentice 

performed a feature survey & located the boundary 62 & 64 Calley Dr., in partial 

performance of rectifying the dividing fence. The defendant (Afsaneh Cooper) counter claims 

full cost of the surveyor (or 50% if not accepted by magistrate) being $1575 [if paid later than 

10/6/2020] and $1500 (if paid on 10/6/2020) the cost of these works, which were required in 

order for a fencing contractor to replace the fence, i.e., defendant counterclaims $1600 (or if 

not accepted by magistrate, $800) against the claimant. See attached invoices of the 

licenses surveyor in attachment B1. 

7. Defendant claims allowable cost and interest at the rate of 6% pa, on the judgment 

outcome. 

8. Since during 28/1/2020-20/1/2021 the claimants refused the offer of SGIO-IAG-Rebecca 

Mc Donough and Charlene Clarke sent to their real Estate Realty One Real Estate and 
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called them and mediate for claimants to pay the cost of 11 meters retaining walls [Zones 

1L, 2L, 3L, 4L] using same material [limestone] which claimants asked the defendant to build 

next to their property in 2008 [as they considered the Bradford Concrete Re-enforced 

retaining wall was weak [built under building licence of the defendant in 2005] then the 

defendant seeks from magistrate the same quality and standard be applied to this retaining 

wall which the claimants need to build in 2021 for the respect for JUSTICE. See attached 

Documents B2, F11, Zone_9, Zone_10, V1, V2, V3. 

  

9. The dividing fence material be from the following sufficient fences type listed below in 

priority order: 

a. Wood Plastic Composite [WPC New Insight-China, Ekodeck-Bunnings with treated pine 

and stirrup, or Post and Rail fence-Stratco] preferably imported WPC from New Insight 

factory in China, which has the following features: 1. Durable and reliable, 2. Easy to install, 

3. long-lasting beauty, 4. Resists mould, mildew, and rotting, 5. No painting or staining since 

this material is new and the shire has just started being interested in this after long 

submission of evidence by me and Minister Quigley to find out better fences types, after 

issue of the order of the magistrate I would order this fence and the manufacturer has written 

20 days delivery. Therefore, we would wait until the material arrives then I have a list of 

interviewed fence makers who have shown interest in installing WPC and are experienced in 

it. They can install it when this fence arrives. The two-post based fence [fence plate + fence 

post] make this fence very competitive for windstorms as high as 85 km / hour blew and 

collapsed our dividing fence twice in 2020. Also, our boundary is on a hill of 4 meters high 

crest. If tenants at 62 Calley regularly chop fire- wood next to footings of this fence in Zone 

10L, in winter cold for warming in wooden heater and chimney they have , and for BBQ in 

summer, then repairs of WPC slats would not make a whole bay collapse and becomes 

worthless, we can order more WPC slats and repair the bay. Also, two post-based fence 

means if crack happens in top post [180 cm high] repair does not include jack hammering 

the 60x45 cm concrete cylinder footings, which could cost $550/half day for labour cost only. 

b. Aluminium- slat fencing, with quote # 3698, dated 26/7/2020, issued by Sadiqi Fencing & 

Gates 

c. Colorbond fencing named Post and Rail fencing [at Stratco] with galvanised steel posts 

and middle screen galvanised steel rails suitable for hill areas like Leeming with 4.11 meters 

height from the street verge ground level. With quote # 3697, issued on the same date by 

the same fence maker as above fence materials. 

Please see attached invoices for above Ekodeck-treated pine post-stirrup fencing which is 

$5250 for screens, primed treated pine posts and stirrups cost. Then on top is installation 

and delivery cost from Bunnings to Leeming. 

For the WPC - New Insight factory fencing from China imported $2020 is for all materials 

costs and shipping and installation is on the top. This fence is wood plastic composite.  

The screen cost for the post and rail fencing is about $500 colorbond sheets but the posts 

and rails [are in mid-span of screen] are galvanised steel which does not get rusted easily.  
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See attached invoices F7, B1, B2 for all fence type I like to have. 

 

10. If magistrate accepted the claimant has the right to receive two weeks loss of rent and 

legal cost, the defendant also seeks loss of rent for one room for a year which is $155/week 

and in 52 weeks is $8060 as the defendant rents one room to younger people under 35 if 

she has time to cook for the tenant, whom in swapping for his rent works in maintaining 64 

Calley Drive, Leeming and gets discount for his rent and meals. Since the defendant has not 

been able to get any tenant except for five weeks in entire period: 28/1/2020-28/1/2021 due 

to being overloaded by one owner taking all the load of fencing / retaining / neighbouring/ 

litigation as a result of these owners [claimants] whom I released as my defendants in 4 

cases during “2005-2009 court, BDT, SAT procedures”, they promised they do not take any 

action similar to issues in 2005-2008 issues against me and they should not claim against 

me for loss of rent, they are now after wasting a year of my research project in renewable 

energy storage PhD course, they do not want to pay for 11 meters natural ground level 

change, nor they want to pay for Zone 9L, 10L, tree surgeon damages to fence nor they 

want to pay for fence damage in Zone 2L, 3L, 4L in 2012 which the dog of their tenant 

climbed over capping of fence and cracked many panels. All these require repeat of same 

low-quality maintenance issues at 62 Calley Drive, Leeming and the claimants’ incomplete 

verbal communication which lacks clarity, lacks written record of incidences. See attached 

SGIO reports B3, F1-F6, F8-F10, F12, F14.     

The defendant claims to have the cost of seven Hardie fence sheets in above SGIO report in 

fence incident 2012 which claimants never paid me in today’s price being $100 each sheet 

valued $700. Also $900 fence cost for climbing party guests at 62 Calley which IAL-SGIO 

mentioned they paid to claimant for fence damage be refunded with interest of 6% since 

2005 for 16 years to me which is $900 + [0.06 x $900 x 15 years] = $1710 

$700 + [0.06 x $700 x 8] = $1036 

Therefore, for years 2005 [party guests incident] and 2012 [dog climbing over fence capping 

incident] the claimants pay me $2,746 including interest of 6% per year.  

  

11. The defendant seeks to lodge a claim under procedure to receive $8060 loss of rent if 

the magistrate accepts claiming loss of rent is related to dividing fences Act. However in 

such a case $2020 for the attached quote list written by the defendant from over quote of a 

Chinese factory for WPC fence is claiming to order this and when it arrived The defendant 

claims for the shipping cost as well as the installation cost. However, it is estimated that 

WPC fence with 20 posts and bays of 180 cm length would cost $100 per post or $2000 for 

installation. A fence maker who was quoted for a rail and post fence in June said he would 

charge this amount if the defendant pays for the fence material herself. 

12. The defendant claims 37% of the cost she spent during 2005-2009 on retaining walls of 

Bradford and Limestone remedial as the claimants this much they have changed the natural 

ground level and excuses that I did unauthorised excavation, undermining their fences came 

out to be dismissed at Criminal court.  
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Bradford retaining wall building licence valued $11000 in 2005 and 16 years is passed: 

16 x 0.06 x $11,000 = $10,560   interest         

$11000 + $10,560 = $21,560    Building licence 2005 cost 

See attached Building licences in files: B1, B2, B4, R1, V1, V2, V3. 

13. The claimants’ property in 2014 was renovated by lopping trees in front and rear yard of 

their house. The tree surgeons’ team removed roots of the two very heavy old trees [existed 

in 2006-2013 photos at that house], in their operations, they punched a big hole in middle of 

second “fibre cement dividing fence sheet” in Zone 10L in rear yard next to crossing fence of 

neighbour at Liddell Height. They also created two deep and wide holes, where two trees 

existed next to defendants’ dividing fence and the loud voice of their chain saw was heard by 

the defendant and she reminded the L.J.Hooker, who was real Estate of 62 Calley, of this 

damage to the dividing fence. The claimants ignored responding to my claim.  

Since the hole in second fence sheet [counted from the end of dividing fence] and the crack 

in first sheet of fence were cheap, it did not worth in 2014 to pay excess to SGIO and the 

matter escalated to 2020 second storm incident date 6/5/2020. After that second storm, it 

was possible to look at the work, which was done behind my dividing fence, without my 

permission since 2014 tree lopping incident in which tree surgeons also cut my palm tree at 

front yard and I paid them $200. After storm incident report May 6, 2020 it was very clear 

that the claimants installed a crossing concrete post and panel retaining wall of about 

10 meters long at their rear yard, which did not exist in photos of 2006, where two large 

heavy roots trees existed right next to dividing fence line and in Zones 9L, and 10L at rear 

yard of claimants’ house. Later on, after Mr Les Crake [building compliance coordinator at 

City of Melville] and Cameron Smith [building compliance officer at City of Melville and my 

only point of contact in all correspondences with real Estate agent of claimants and others] 

attended my house to check on 18 building issues I had raised with them existed at 62 

Calley property, which claimants response and conversation on site was required, but the 

claimants were still hiding from me and had not sent me their registered posted letter, but 

they had sent me my first fence maker [as an unprofessional mediator] to negotiate 

installation of fence in type they wanted.  

Les Crake required a licensed surveyor to judge whether the installation of the crossing “post 

and panel retaining wall” was installed by undermining my property or not. Also, Les Crake 

witnessed 5 cm decrease from distance I had written on the drawings I had for building of 

the the Bradford post and panel retaining wall to be set between the dividing fence and the 

sand side of the Bradford retaining wall. This shrinking distance proved the fence was 

pushed by a mini bobcat which removed the tree roots behind my dividing fence after they 

removed the two tree roots and filled the holes created behind the fence. The crossing post 

and panel retaining wall has its first post edge right on the boundary between 62 & 64 Calley 

and my drawing shows the footing of that post being concrete cylinder was built in my land 

and probably an angle grinder of the contractor had cut the footing of my fence to let that 

footing be dogged, filled with concrete [30-45 cm diameter hole] but built in my garden not in 

their land. This malicious act was reported to SGIO recently as the report was not prepared 

fully as a result of me being overloaded by claimants’ failure to respond to me.  
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The malicious act of not getting permission from me to invade my land by undermining my 

dividing fence, which was 12 cm distant from the edge of that post, but the fence was there 

due to their trees were grown since first they were installed in 1987, then the fence sheets 

were removed in Zone 10L and the claimants refused payment and access for the licensed 

surveyor to allocate the boundary location in absence of pegs in 2005 and in 2020. This is 

also breach of the “Deed of release” for which I claim for cost of removing the first post and 

concrete panels related to that post, so our dividing fence be able to be installed. On 

10/5/2020, when WR Fencing contractor wanted to start his work for the claimants’ real 

estate and then on 12/5/2020 wanted to install his dividing fence type, this invasive post of 

the retaining wall at claimants’ house was a big issue, requiring a licensed surveyor to prove 

to Les Crake its location is on boundary and not in claimants’ land. It required three more 

months delay until the licensed surveyor final drawings be printed and shire staff receive the 

certified copies also SGIO and AFCA and Minister for commerce receives the drawings. So, 

the claimants’ two weeks loss of rent should be counter claimed by my for 52 weeks loss of 

rent, valued $220/week for one home stay tenant who could swap his rent with work in my 

house. I was so overloaded that I could not even do marketing for renting one room and 

release myself by not doing maintenance and my tenant do this for me. I became very very 

sick, fell from above my wall and my head hit to ground and my left arm injured. Then I did 

most of my claim at AFCA to get SGIO to defend me for claim FR\GEN\645\2020 and SGIO 

Lawyer judged that I had not damage any property at claimants’ house, and since they 

wanted to assess all fence incidents being storm damage on 10/9/2020 there was no need 

for two weeks rent claim from claimants side if it was storm damage. However, SGIO 

charged me $300 excess as I had failed to get half of fence money in first storm incident 

from the claimants.  

Therefore magistrate first needs to see evidence of licensed surveyor and shire staff for 

change in natural ground level, Deed of release, Dismissed charges of City of Melville in the 

past, SGIO produced Deed of release as my 2005-2008 defendant, etc. to be able to judge 

how much I should counter claim against the claimants. However, if I exclude loss of income 

as an academic engineer with 92% PhD course completed [Murdoch University, Oct 1994] 

and just include building cost, labour cost, share of one neighbour, interest rate of 6% easily 

$46,000 would be minimum cost I can claim against the claimants in this application form 15 

and/or form 8. See photos Zone_9, Zone_10 attached. 
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Attachments Folder Descrption

E1, E2, E3, E4, E5 a. 62 Calley owner 

team of 13

b. Government

c. SGIO

Note: Each email includes several emails, but in one file. 

E1= Emails and letters_Defenant ^ Claimants ^ Claimants' agents [working at Realty One Real Estate-

Winthrop] ^ Claimants' tenants [living in 62 Calley Drive]

E2=Emails and letters_Defenant ^ Claimants ^ Claimants' agents [working at Realty One Real Estate-

Winthrop] ^ Claimants' tenants [living in 62 Calley Drive]

E3=General Emails_Defendant ^ others_Feb.-Aug._2020

E4=Emails-Authorities_2-3-2020_5-11-2020

E5=Emails_Defendant's injury_storm assessment and Retaining wall_6-5-2020

B1, B2, B3, B4 Surveyor Docs, 

Drawings, Invoices, 

Emails

Note: Each File includes several shorter Files, but in one larger File. 

B1=Engineering & Surveyed Drawings

B2=Boundary design_Construction_Management_2005-2021

B3=SGIO Reports about two dividing Fence storms and payments

B4=Time Management_Loss of income proof_Voip calling list to stakeholders
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Attachments Folder Descrption

F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, 

F6, F7, F8, F9, 

F10, F11, F12, 

F13, F14, F15, 

F16

F1= Dr Bailey Certificate 1

F2= Dr Bailey Certificate

F3= BDT_SAT_Voiding Issues_2009

F4= Cost management_parcel delivery less funded

F5= Parcel was thrown to me_unstamped_4-2-2021

F6= Email about claimants BDT & SAT, Operchal & judgments at Trial_2005-2008

F7= Fencing type and removal of invasive post at 62 Calley_Cameron_WPC_Mexytech

F8= "Deed of Release"_2008, Review of the Deed of Release_2020_5 dismissed prosecution charges of the Shire, 

Their transcripts and brief table of contents about what was said in the transcript & cover pages (V1 to V4)

F9= 5 Dismissed prosecution charges of the shire (V5 to V6) transcripts.

F10= 5 dismissed prosecution charges of the Shire (V7), SAT (State Appeal Tribunal) transcript for case "City of 

Melville & photos of Fire Hazard excavation at rear yard at 64 Calley & renovation next to 3 adjoining neighbours 

boundaries.

F11= Witness Mark Fortey who read many emails exchanged between the defendant anf Minister Quigley would 

not come to witness anything no he inspects the defendant's boundary. Inaccuracy of the Bradford Retaining wall 

stated at judgment of SAT in 2019 could not be inspected in 2021 by Principal building surveyor of DMIRS. However 

issues were written for him in a letter by the defendant attached to the email to witness. Claimant was guilty for 

the inaccuracy of the measurement of their sand height to build Bradford twinside wall accurate. Their lack of 

cooperation with the defendant caused inaccurate height wall be built. includes invoices (2005-2008), SGIO fence 

incidences_2005, 2012, 2014, 2020, includes 5 dismissed prosecutions charges by shire, includes photo of removed 

2 trees, and removal f a brick wall.

F12= Anna Lazarus, senior investigating officer, Ombudsman Western Australia, Fire Hazard debris existed at 

backyard and front yard of 64 Calley, and bobcat driver did not approach the three dividing fences of the 

neighbours, less than 1.5 m distance and he did not remove sand more than 50 cm deep. 

F13= Mark Fortey, Principal Building surveyor at DMIRS as a witness won't be coming to Trial in this case. See Pita 

Milligan, senior executive assistant, industry, regulation and consumer protection group at DMIRS email.

F14= Cameron Smith, Gerard Russell, and Less crake need to be summoned as a witness or won't write their 

statements in Form 32A. See Louis Hitchcock, executive manager government & legal services.

F15= Form 32A of the M.F. Gordon Survey, land surveyor hired by the defendant in June 2020 to repeg the 

boundary lots 389 & 390 and measures the height surfaces at boundary for both adjoining neighbours 62 & 64 

Calley.

R1
Acts, Law, 

Regulations, 

R1= Defendant's letters to Authorities. This file is a merged file including many shorter files.
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Attachments Folder Descrption

Photos_Referenc

es, Zone_1, 

Zone_2, Zone_3, 

Zone_4, Zone_8, 

Zone_9, 

Zone_10, 

Zones_1-10

Photos Photos_References=This file shows you location of each photo in boundary lots 389 & 390 = 62 & 64 

Calley according to the licensed surveyor's drawings. Also it tells you about each page of the photos and 

which zone the page is belonging to. It guides you to the website which you can switch to view bigger 

photos the same as in these files. Also you can read most of the files in this worksheet in that website.

Zone_1= Photos of the Zone 1L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_2= Photos of the Zone 2L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_3= Photos of the Zone 3L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_4= Photos of the Zone 4L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_8= Photos of the Zone 8L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_9= Photos of the Zone 9L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_10= Photos of the Zone 10L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

Zone_1-10= Photos of the Zone 1L to 10L on licensed surveyor's feature drawing

V1, V2, V3
Operchal Bill-

2005-2009

V1, V2, V3 = Operchal court case: PER/5208/2005, Building licence 2005 invoices for fire hazard removal
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